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Campus cashes in on Up with baseball
Event Center’s flaws
BY TORREY WEBB

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

SJSU has been awarded $900,000 as
a result of a lawsuit against the Event
Center architects, the Student Union
board of directors announced at its
meeting Monday.
The lawsuit, which wa.s originally
filed for $6.45 million against Hall,
Goodhue, Haisley & Barker Inc., T.Y.
Lin International, Syska & Hennessy
Inc. and Jerit Boys Inc. in July 1990,
was a result of cost overruns due to
defective and inadequate construction plans and designs.
The current figure, $900,000, was
agreed upon by both parties during
arbitration with no lawyer deductions

or other fees that could add up to choices of what improvements,
repairs or projects they believe would
$250,000.
What the money will be used for is benefit the student body through a
survey conducted as early as the end
still uncertain.
According to A.S. President-elect of this semester.
Some of the possible choices also
Blair Whitney, any overrunning costs
for the Event Center were tacked on to include expanding the Event Center
student tuition during its construc- Sport Club fitness room, replacing
Student Union carpet or furniture, or
tion.
For this reason, Whitney is push- installing bridges or barriers in the
ing for this money to be used to fur- middle of the Aquatic Center pool as
ther student interests. "This has been originally designed.
However, some SU board members
anticipated by students," he said. "We
owe them a clear commitment that are in favor of putting the money in
they have a role on how the money is the school reserve fund to be used in
the future.
spent:’
The board will make its decision
If Whitney gets his way, students
will be able to recommend their next semester.

Aliens may get fee break
Li Bill provokes attack against advocate on Davis campus
BY NASER IDEIS

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A controversial assembly bill that
would grant undocumented foreign
students resident status for purposes
of tuition is one step closer to the governor’s desk after being passed by the
Assembly Higher Education Committee on a 6-2 vote.
AB 2114, presented by Assemblywoman Hilda Solis (D-EI Monte),
would give undocumented students
access to affordable higher education
by allowing them to establish residency for tuition purposes regardless of
citizenship.
For many student immigrants,
higher education has been a lifetime
goal, Solis stated in a press release.
"These students have done everything that society has asked of them.
We have a moral and social responsibility to intervene on their behalf."
The bill, which will also have to go
before the Assembly Ways and Means

Committee, has triggered hate crimes
against immigrants on some UC and
CSU campuses.
The press release stated that one of
the 30 students who testified before
the Higher Education hearing on
April 27 at University of California at
Davis described how she was physically assaulted in two separate attacks
for being a vocal advocate of the
immigrant bill.
UC Davis police are treating the
attack as a hate crime because antiimmigrant remarks were made by the
attackers.
"I am outraged that this happened," Solis said in the press release.
"...We must educate individuals
about the positive contributions this
population malces to the state of California:’
According to the current California laws regarding residency, a student is eligible for resident status for
tuition purposes if he or she has

established and maintained a California residence for at least one year
before the residence determination
date.
This policy was built on the
premise that one who resides, pays
taxes and intends to stay in California
should be subsidized by the state in
the form of lower tuition.
Solis argues in her bill that certain
categories of students should be
granted the residency status for
tuition purposes if they meet the university’s requirements.
The bill would include students
waiting to obtain a permanent resident status but not yet considered residents of the state. It would also qualify those students who are born in the
United States but whose parents are
undocumented immigrants.
Students who have graduated from
a public school and met all the
See TUITION Page 3

Education gets high tech boost
BY TRUONG PHUOC KHANH
Spartan Daily Staff Wnter

"Virtual reality is the ability to
basically step through the computer
screen into a 3-D virtual computergenerated world," said project manager Kevin Teixeira from Intel Corporation.
Teixeira and two others working
on cutting-edge technologies will
present the latest innovations from
their fields on Thursday from 1:30
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Engineering
Building 189.
There also will be representatives
from Macromedia Inc. and Compression Labs Inc. The Alquist Center for
Innovative Learning is sponsoring
the event titled "Educational Uses of
Multimedia, Virtual Realities and
Compressed Video."
Morning Shu, the center’s manager

who invited the guest speakers, said,
"They will be talking about educational projects that are being done
using different technologies."
Compressed video is used with
distance learning, Shu said. Instructors can conduct courses via videoconferencing.
"That’s what the future is going to
be," she said.
Multimedia applications include
animation, sound and video graphics, according to Shu. "You can incorporate all this in interactive teaching
and learning using multimedia computer-assisted instruction."
The topic of virtual realities will be
Teixeira’s domain. He is co-author of
"Virtual Reality: Through the New
Looking Glass."
Using the Pentium Chip, Intel’s latest microprocessor, Teixeira will

Students sick after eating Togo’s
BY LACR A KLEINMAN

showcase applications of the chip in
making virtual realities possible. It
will not be a live demonstration; Teixeira will rely on videos, slides and
tapes to demonstrate what virtual
reality is all about.
Teixeira said he is working with a
Wall Street company in designing the
contents of one such virtual reality
for stock brokers.
Rather than just being fixated with
computer terminal screens to gauge
stock options, "We create a world
where you fly into an ocean of company logos that are rising and falling,"
as a reflection on the current rise and
fall of companies’ stocks, Tebceira
said. "The ones that blink and flash
would indicate unusual trading."
Teixeira said he’s experimented
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Erik Peters, an aviation major, catches a ball thrown by his friend Mark Gilliland
Tuesday afternoon between classes on Tower Lawn

See REALITIES, Page 3

Ethnic studies supporters rally after Cinco de Mayo dancing
BY TRACY BLAXELY

Spartan Daily stall Writer

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Several SJSU students along with residence hall staff became
sick to their stomachs after eating sandwiches from a local
restaurant at a training retreat for incoming resident adviser
staff.
The first reported case of stomach illness came within 24
hours after the retreat held April 25, said Associate Director of
Resident Life Jean Marie Scott. A total of 18 staff members
became ill, she said.
Scott said in addition to prepackaged chips, cookies and fruit
from the dining commons, students and staff who attended the
retreat ate sandwiches purchased from Togo’s Eatery on East
William Street. Turkey sandwiches were the most common item,
she said.
Scott, who had eaten a turkey sandwich, said she experienced
See TOGCYS, Page 6

In what was to have been a big rally supporting the ethnic studies department, Monday’s gathering in the Student Union
Amphitheater turned into a small meeting.
The crowd of about 60 students who came
to see the traditional Aztec dance troop Teacatlipoka shrank to no more than 30 when
members of the Committee to Save the Ethnic
Studies Department spoke after the show.
"It’s very important for you to see the richness of our culture, the people of color here on
campus. Not only is the Aztec culture rich, but
the African culture is rich also," freshman
Tiffany Spimpson said.
Committee representatives stressed the
importance of taking an ethnic studies class as

a graduation requirement in addition to the
existing cultural pluralism course.
"Ethnic studies focuses on an intrinsic part
of America," said Nicole Padellan, as she read
from a proposal to the university. "The people
of color who have been systematically
oppressed, (learning about) the contribution
of their achievements will provide equal
understanding."
"Integral parts of American history have
been sufficiently left out of our hooks," Simpson said. "This cultural illiteracy in our very
own country is inexcusable. This type of
selective amnesia leads to the perpetuation of
stereotypes and various forms of discrimination."
Aswad, a sophomore majoring in AfroAmerican studies, offered real -world reasons

as to why ethnic studies are beneficial for all.
"All people in all professions that leave this
campus are going to go out into the world and
deal with real people not just one type," he
said. "It’s
diaspora of people, and when
you’ve got a diaspora, you have to know about
and have respect for their approaches, so we
can have nnor( tinny and more peace."
Knowledp breaks down barricrs, said
Dwayne /Learn, a communications student.
"Lack of information hurts everybody,"
/learn said. "We walk by each other every day
with a disrespect for each other’s humanity
because we don’t recognize the rich contributions that all Ivo! le have made for the betterment of hurnankir .1. ’
The group is pl ’fling another rally Nlay 10
at noon in the ampLitheater.
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EDITORIAL

Fix what needs fixing,
but give us some warning
Students and staffdeserved
inore than one day’s notice

finals week, where finding a parking
space comes into direct proportion to
stress. Parking 10 blocks away from
the campus will ultimately be a reality
for

This

semester,

the

Seventh

most

commuters

who

use

the

Santa Clara County Transit.

Street Garage was closed to restruc-

Either that or take a cab, take up

turing repairs. Portions of the Tenth

jogging, or get a used bike and ride

Street Garage will be closed now until

like the wind.

classes begin next fall.

The flyers were a nice idea, though.

But deja vu reigns supreme when

The commuters who parked in the

the Seventh Street Garage will once

Tenth Street Garage Friday most like-

again be closed for repairs around the

ly had a chance to plan their sched-

first oflune. The work on the Seventh

ules before the other commuters did.

Street Garage earlier this semester

The temporary closing of garages

replaced broken tendons, but the seis-

has become a recent SISU tradition

mic repairs had yet to be finished. It’s

along the lines of overcrowded class-

like playing a round of Double Jeop-

rooms.

ardy.

By the time 1995 comes, hopefully

"I’ll

take

aneurysms

for

$200,

SJSU won’t be a condition of a rubble

The short notice on the closure of

wanted advertisements in the Mer-

the Tenth Street Garage on April 30

cury News and Daily stating "Need

was uncalled for. Students and staff

window cleaning and garage mainte-

should know days, if not weeks, about

nance."

Alex:’

and

parking changes.

decay,

wherein

we’ll

see

help

f

If the Daisy Hill Puppy Farm was

We realize that these emergency

closed to install a parking garage,

repairs are necessary to fix the dam-

surely Snoopy could revisit his old

age

done

by

the

haunt in the form of an university.
Maybe he’ll start a petition demand-

sight. It also goes without saying that

ing

both garages will be closed at differ-

impending stress. Imagine what he

ent times during the summer.

could do to instill hope in the collec-

going on in our society one

attention

tive conscience of commuter students

that far exceeds the combined

vicinity and sets the complete

everywhere.

number of alcoholics and drug

agenda for up to six hours a

encourages

abusers

day or more.

and habitual absence of think-

Yet

The Tenth Street Garage closing
should be a welcome beacon during

the

need

to

be

informed

for

of
There’s

an

addiction

wading

their

way

through life.

Letters to the editor

It

the

an

ad

while

it’s

happening

people’s

noses,

television

America’s

is

favorite

easily

pastime.

hours and become enthralled

Juan Haro is stronger and more
connected to the community than

in the overwhelming barrage

matter-of-fact violence which
is

neither

entertaining

nor

there’s nothin.g else on.

At least with an addiction to many illegal
drugs, there’s inspiration to think. N on the
other hand, encourages the compulsive and
habitual absence ofthinking.

And what’s truly horrible is
that at times I just can’t quite
find the strength to break free
from the damn thing, especially when Christian evangelists
are on; I love those guys.
But until TV changes and

creativity, I think for the most

commitment to fairness and justice

it

with

most

will overcome the thoroughly nega-

addictions

so

indicative of underlying racist and

tive and disgraceful personal attack

bigoted perceptions which was clearly
displayed by her distorted assessment

the

television would be an incredi-

across its surface.

your article would indicate, and his

at

In its most inspired form,

This sounds like a textbook

becomes a piece

Benson’s criticisms of Juan Haro

substance,

consensus.

It would rather maintain its
endless cycle of bad jokes and

of half-second images bolting

are at the least surface observations
no

But it’s also stale and stagnant.

not worry;

needed

of political discourse

by an overwhelming

and

healthy. But as the saying goes,

People will sit in front of it for

sonally, rather than a critique of his
values and goals.

But they need

Elephant Talk

absorbing.

they don’t even realize it.

reminiscent of old politics, not the
kind

like

is

The

more appropriate to the 1990s.

sound

entertainment, but ironically it

issues he is raising.

in

doesn’t

pidity.

under

.Batcho

I’m directed to think. It’s very

That

haps an even greater evil, stu-

Jose?") by Lynn Benson. We respect

motives

ing.

thing for a while except what

"off" button.

attack on Juan Haro per-

hand,

compulsive

to show.

as a person and failed to address the

your

other

the

sciousness of Americans with

away, why not disappear from San

hominern

the

the thing and not think of any-

there is a cure. It’s called the

about

on

variations on plots from show

tiveness but your article attacked him

in an academic setting we wonder

same

TV,

over and over with only slight

tinized for their accuracy and effec-

is

the

there’s

drugs,

inspiration and fills the con-

right

attack

People will sit

watch

illegal

inspiration to think.

against their will. It numbs the

the Spartan Daily April 23 ("DAA, go

of personal

the

Still, I’m no different from

attack on Juan Haro that appeared in

kind

in

anyone else. I’ll sit and stare at

His actions may certainly be scru-

This

anyone

At least with an addiction to
many

same gunshot deaths repeated

We are troubled by the personal

your right to freedom of speech, but

and

It

acting

into

images of violence and, per-

dren in the future.

of

adults.

unwavering

insults, the same jokes and the

people

mind

and
the

and

And
Editor,

children

commands

there

invades

coerces

Personal attack on Juan Haro
’reminiscent of old politics’
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Television is just another mind-numping arug

inconvenience of the closing is a sad

earthquakes.

T INVERT

In this golden age of cable,
has

countless

little

mini -

of genuine

part I’ll try to break out of my
addiction to

me.

My dictio-

ble

medium.

With

today’s

brainwashing long enough to

nary shows the word addiction

major advances in cinematog-

hit that off button and pick up

every single individual has a

as: "To surrender habitually or

raphy and animation, the pos-

a book.

you have made part of the public

reason to watch. There’s sports

compulsively to something:’ I

sibilities for some really out-

record.

and soaps, lawsuits and love

think TV has pretty much had

standing images are well with-

stories, music and masturba-

the effect of those seven words

in

tion

on the overwhelming majority

grow

of people.

chances.

of his person and a mocking descrip-

His actions will speak louder than

tion of his activism in this communi-

the envious disgruntled writings of

ty.

retro columnists.

tailor-made

anything at all.

TV is the perfect baby-sitter

reach.

But TV

up

and

refuses to
take

some

Inn Batch is a Daily staff columnist.
His column appear every Wednesday.

Juan Haro and his co-workers are

Ruby Leyva
Cesar Chavez Memorial Event
Organizing Committee

providing a valuable and proactive
analysis

of community

issues

that

affect all of us and will affect our chil-
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Most 12 -year-olds play

mination and total annihila-

One of the exhibits features

tion of Jews, gypsies, the hand-

the death camps and includes

icapped, homosexuals and all

authentic articles, such as gold

other

groups

the

Nazis

of living,

unworthy

was confined to an attic with

deemed

his

worthy of horrific death but

family,

hiding

from

the

that perished during the Holocaust.

the Final Solution the exter-

teeth,

toothbrushes,

and

shoes

lett

Thousands of original docHolo-

uments are part of yet another

Nazis

caust experience as much as

exhibit, many of which were

removed my aunt’s gold teeth

possible, each visitor is offered

donated

before sending her to the gas

a computer-generated picture

Congress, many others from

ID card of a Holocaust victim

Eastern Eu rope.

During the same time, with
no

anesthesia,

the

chambers.

To

the

personalize

According to a recent sur-

and follows his or her path,

vey, one third of Americans

from hiding to concentration

are open to the possibility that

camp

the

hap-

death camp.

pened, that experiences such

The card

Holocaust

never

to

Amos Fabian

behind by the victims.

nothing else.

Nazis.

combs,

umbrellas

inevitable:

the

the

by

Library

the

A major theme of the exhibit

is proof that the Western

world knew what was happening and took the role of the

can

be inserted

monitors

stationed

as these are figments of my

i nto

imagination.

throughout the exhibit.
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bystander.

space

Much

is

devoted to the Evian Confercalled

ence,

President

by

Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1938,

ten,

that

the lessons

of this

tragedy will always be with us.
It shows that humanity has
a huge capacity for evil, willing
to accept and rationalize anything.
We

have

all

heard

about

The same survey found that

The person one follows was

62 percent of adult Americans

of the same age and had simi-

at

and 49 percent of high school

lar features to those of the visi-

twelve

students

tor. When the "bank" is made

Jews trying to escape the Third

cide.

of 6

Reich.

leaders have been aware of the

do

Auschwitz,
blinka

not

know
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were

that

and Tre-
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camps during

those godfor-

finding such a
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the

biggest

The exhibit begins on the

Across the elevator is a hor-

nations
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the
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United
to

States

Nazi -held

ican soldiers, the designated

death
them.

This floor hosts a descrip-

groups.
An
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answer

to

tion

of the

period

between

and

was

all

that

awaited

Numerous newspaper featured articles informing their
of Hitler’s genocidal

1933 and 1939, the time when

readers

Holocaust is the new United

the Nazis came to power.

plans as early as 1933 and are

Holocaust
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Memorial
recently
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between
long
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today
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all

of us
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atrocities
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and
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battling this ignorance of the

States

"situation" far too long.
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in

returned
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and
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countries, where torment and

racists

meaning geno-

The role of the bystander is

graves, as discovered by Amer-

for

term

No doubt, our
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crimination, for it is a breedground

correct

Jewish emigrants were refused
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ethnic cleansing, a politically
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The St. Lewis ship is fea-
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million,

which

We must never forget, we
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Never again.
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names, documenting the hun-
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, 12:15p.m., Campus Ministry Center, call 415-595-2103.
AL-ANON: Meeting, 12 -12:50p.m., Administration Room 269,
call Carol at (510)483-2084.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL:
Meeting, 6p.m., SU Montalvo
Room, call 294-7937.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Summer Sport Aerobics Sign-ups,
through June 27 and July 5 August 22, Event Center, call
Cheryl at 924-5960.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation,
6p.m., SU Almaden Room, call
924-6033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Faith, Campus Ministry, 10th and San Carlos Streets.
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPT.: Lecture, Dr. Gerald Myers from DOE/AWE,
1:30p.m., DH135, call Jean at
924-4900.
CLUBE LUSITANIA: Meeting,
2:30p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room,
call Cindy at 293-1857.
COUNSELING SERVICES: Academic Advising, 4-6:45p.m., Administration Building, room 201
and lobby call 924-5910.
MATH AND CS CLUB: Lecture,
Dr. John Mitchem, Consequences of being mathematically illiterate, 2:30p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
320, call David at 286-1151.
NPPA: Meeting, Ed Kashi, National Geographic, 7:30p.m., A.S.
Council Chambers, call Lynn at
924-3257.
PHI KAPPA PHI: Meeting/elections, 4-Sp.m., SU Pacheco Room, call Eric at 629-2124.
SJSU GRADUATE TAX STUDENTS: Tax talk for graduating
seniors, 2-3:30p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call Annette at 924-3508.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: Last General Meeting,
12:30-1:30p.m, Engineering Building 333, call 924-8285.

SJSU: 4th Annual Asian Outreach Day 1993, 8a.m.-1:30p.m.,
S.U. Ballroom, to volunteer, call
Carmelita at 924-2518.
MINSTUDENT
BAPTIST
Bible Study #1,
ISTRIES:
Bible
11:30a.m.-12:30p.m.;
Study #2, 12:30-1:30p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room, call Steve or
Kim at 294-5767.
BLACK GRADUATION COMMITTEE: Hot link Sale & Raffle, 11a.m.-2p.m., Quirk’s Meadow, call
Regina at 279-3381.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Summer Job
Hunting Techniques, 12:30p.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room, call
Career Resource Center at 9246033.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 5:30p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, call Adria at
370-1031.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Last Meeting, 1:30-3p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room, call 255-8926.
MUSIC DEPT.: Listening Hour:
Medieval Instruments, 12:301:20p.m., Music Building, Concert Hall, call 924-4673.
PHYSICS DEPT.: Seminar, Student Opportunities at Government Laboratories, 1:30p.m.,
Science Building Room 251, call
924-5210.
SARAHA BUDDHIST CENTER:
Introduction to Buddhism, 7:309p.m., Memorial Chapel, call Ani
at 354-3137.
SJSU GRADUATE TAX STUDENTS: "Tax Talk for Graduating
S.U.
2-3:30p.m.,
Seniors,"
Costanoan Room, call Annette
at 924-3508.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHER ASSOCIATION: General
Meeting, noon-1p.m., Sweeney
Hall 331.
THEATRE ARTS/DANCE DEPT.:
"Shades of Movement" Dance
Concert, 8p.m., Dance Studio
Theatre, SPX 219, 5th and San
Carlos, call Luba at 924-5039.
UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
MINISTRY: Fellowship and Dinner, 6p.m.-8p.m., Campus MinASIAN & PACIFIC ISLANDER istry, call Penny at 298-0204.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AT
SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, DI0-1
209. Limited space may force reducing the number of entries
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(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277

News Room
Fax
Advertising
Classified

requirements for a public higher
education would also have the
right to the resident fees, according to the bill.
In a case heard by the Alameda
County Superior Court, a group
of undocumented students challenged UC and CSU’s interpretation of the law governing determination of state residency for

From page 1
with virtual realities applications - which entail wearing
goggles - and he felt as if he
were scuba diving.
"You feel like you’re snorkeling because every time you
move your head, the computer changes the image," Teixeira said. And you can even
touch things, he said, if you’re
specially
wired
wearing
gloves.
The features of this latest
invention can provide limitless diversions for its users,
but the question for Teixeira
is: What is it good for?
There are companies that

(FORMER MEMBERS OF UPRISING)
.
9pm-1AnA
RED STRIPE BEER S2.50
CARLSBERG DRAFT $2.00

14 S. 2ND ST. SAN JOSE
(408)286-3066

NO COVER WITH STUDENT ID
111 &COVER PLEASE

COME TO TERMS WITH
YOUR CLASS PAPER
Save Time & Money
Service includes:

Pope paraphernalia goes on sale,
dirt not among marketable items
DENVER (AP) - All sorts of
pope memorabilia will be available during the pontiff’s visit this
summer, but don’t expect a piece
of the ground he walks on.
"A guy wanted to walk behind
the Holy Father and scoop up the
dirt he’d walked on and sell it as
’ground the pope walked on: We
turned down the offer:’ said John
Lemke, whose company is licensing souvenirs for the World Youth
Day conference.
There will be pope mugs,
water bottles, T-shirts, blankets,
jackets, parkas, sunglasses, sunscreen, socks, scarves, hats, sweat

Title Page, Table of-Contents, Body Text, Bibliography.
With your choice ofmany fonts, including:
Times
Bookman
Palatino

pants, fanny packs, backpacks,
umbrellas, tins of chocolates and
periscopes called "Pope Scopes."
Prices will range from $1 for
decals to $1,000 for a commemorative gold coin.
Pope John Paul II is scheduled
to be in Denver Aug. 12-15 for
the conference.
Souvenirs will go on sale
beginning in June, Lemke said.
Lemke’s company, Famous
Artists Merchandising Exchange,
has previously handled merchandising for the World Series, the
Rolling Stones and Paul McCartney.

Helvetica Garamond
Eras Medium
$7.50 per double-spaced page with coupon.

24 Hours Mac & IBM Rentals
Need a N1ac at midnight? Need to work late?
Conte on in anytime -count on th.

CLASS PAPERS ’TYPED

L.

$7.50 per double-spaced page with this coupon
Service includes: Title page, Table of Contents, Body
of.Contents, Body Text*, Bibliography. ’Formatting
includes footnotes, bolding, underlining, italics, page
numbers & section headin
EXPIRES 6/1/93
Kinko’s, 93 E. Son Carlos 295-4336

NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
UNIVERSITY HOUSING SERVICES
INVITES YOU TO STAY WITH US
FOR SUMMER SESSION
1/41C,1011 ClabbC,
you DO NOT have to take
academic check-in for Fall 1 09.5 immediately
following the la.st session
00 low housing rates (12 week+)
An optional meal plan
nuner accommodations at Allen Hall

)11. Early

$2 OFF
MAC RENTAL
Valid from 12am to 6am
$2 off self-service Macintosh computer time with
this coupon. Does not include laser prints. One
coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer
and only at this location. EXPIRES 6/1 /93
Kinko’s, 93 E. Son Carlos 295-4336
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(800) 777-4771 OR
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ciated Students

sign up in the Associated Students
Business Office in the Student
Union. More information is available
from the Associated Students
leisure Services in the Student
Activities & Services Office or call
9244962.

Associated students
Leisure services

Apartments

Palo Alto, CA 94301
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the copy center

2 sessions:
May 10 - June 27,
July 5 - Aug 22
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’Fares are each way from San Francisco based on a
roundtrip purchase Some restnctions apply Taxes
not included Fares are subgct to change wnhout
notice Call lor other student fares to ssorldwde
destinatons
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EQUAL
SOLUTION

Just liand us your final rough draft and tell us when it’s
due - we do the rest!

JUST WHATYfitY NEEDEDANaTH ER REASaN Ta
STAY IN SCIPL.

$260*
S315*
S345*
S392*
S439*
$449*
$489*

Eurai/passes issued
017 the spot!

tive goal of supporting the federal
objective deterring unlawful
immigration, as well as a state
policy of limiting the employment of undoLumented persons.

funded by

Delay
Reality

1493

omEsEE

Appheations Are Avaiktbk At University Housing Service’s
on the Ground floor ofjoe West Hall
For more in fOrmat ion please call 924-6180

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

Travel
Council
394 University Ave. #200
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invest in virtual reality applications primarily for entertainment purposes. Teixeira is
interested in working with
musicians, artists and even
chemists.
"A chemist, for instance,
can program into the computer all the variables he knows
and animate them on screen,"
Teixeira said. "He can now
experiment, watch and participate."
Calling it the new realm of
simulation, Teixeira said virtual realities enable people to
feel as if they’re really there,
when -physically-they’re
not.

Wednesday, May 5,

was unconstitutional as a violation of the equal protection clause
of the California Constitution.
The universities argued that
the policy conformed to a legisla-

Realities
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tuition purposes.
The law they were referring to
is Education Code Sec 6862 (h),
which precluded undocumented
students from being classified as
residents for tuition purposes
because of their undocumented
immigration status.
The student plaintiffs claimed
the UC and CSU policy of automatically classifying undocumented students as non-residents
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It’s not a jazz band, man.
It’s etc.

Marriage helps Chavez keep focus

Thursdays in the Spartan Daily

How To Handle The
Crowd At Graduation.

Garden$38
1-2

persons

V1P$48
1-2
RODEWAY
INN

persons

2112 Monterey Highway
San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 294-1480
2 MINUTES FROM SPARTAN STADIUM!

This Ad Can Save
Your Life
What are you going to do to Protect Yourself
Against Aggravated Assaults
Your Personal Attack
Alarm (PAAL) is a new
form of deterrent that
would scare off

Would be attackers.
Create a diversion.
Call others to the
scene to assist.
For more information call John Crenshaw
(408) 450-3456
Independent Distributor for Quorum Products

co’ DI ,Avo
PARTY ALL DAY!!!
PARTy
WITH THE
IMPORTS!
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SJSU pitcher Joey Chavez has helped the Spartans to eleven wins this season while balancing school, marriage and basebali.
BY JIM BATCH

vain Wily SIMI Wnter

While the prototypical college baseball
player may go home to study or grab a beer
after a day on the practice field, Joey Chavez
has a higher priority a marriage.
The star southpaw gets most of his accolades from his work on the mound, where
he has garnered a 3.03 ERA.
But beyond the bright lights and cheers
of the baseball diamond is a marriage to his
wife Patricia.
"She’s really supportive in helping me
strive to do weir Chavez said.
According to Chavez, he isn’t having too
much of a problem balancing his busy life
right now. But he added that it is difficult to
find time to spend with his wife.
With college baseball and his studies
in addition to Patricia’s work as a file clerk
the two only have an hour for lunch and
evenings to spend time together, he said.
"Oh, yeah:’ Chavez. 23, said with a laugh
about whether it’s tough to find time
together. "The only time we really see each
other is lunchtime and at night. It’s hard."
She does find time to cheer him on at the
Spartan games, however.
"She goes to every game Chavez said.
So far, she has witnessed him lead the
Spartans to success.
Despite a three-game slide, Chavez, a
senior majoring in recreation and leisure

studies, has still racked up an impressive
11-5 record.
"Joey’s been pitching very, very consistently this year," said Spartan head coach
Sam Piraro.
"Anytime he takes the mound, our team
expects to win, and that’s the biggest compliment a player can get."

’Itfeels great to be able to
go out and do a goodjob
and keep us in some
ballgames:
loeyChavez
SIsU older

Chavez said his goal this season was to
double last year’s effort in which he won
four games.
"My goal this year was to get eight winsr
he said. "It feels great to be able to go out
and do a good job and keep us in some
ballgames."
Piraro said Chavez’s marriage has a lot to
do with his success on the mound.
"It’s a plus," Piraro said.

"Joey being married has certainly been a
stabilizing factor, not only with baseball but
also with school.
"At night he goes home and spends time
with his family instead of doing the (negative) things that college students do:’ he
said.
Chavez got interested in baseball like
most kids with dreams of the major league.
He said his parents were the ones who
got him interested in baseball at an early
age.
"This is my eighteenth year playing base
ball:’ Chavez said. "I started playing from
little league and I’ve enjoyed it ever since."
In high school, Chavez said he played all
positions before giving pitching a try.
Chavez took his pitching success to
Merced Junior College where he met coach
Butch Hughes.
Hughes encouraged him to continue
pitching.
"From high school to JC they wanted me
to pitch:’ Chavez said, "so that’s where I
started getting my feet wet and getting
more experience."
He took that experience to SJSU and
developed a command of the strike zone
that Piraro said is Chavez’s best asset.
"He works the ball inside and outside
and changes the speed:’ Piraro said. "He
doesn’t just throw the ball down the middle
of the strike zone."
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Women and Men of SJSU!
If someone were to pay for your tuition and books, give you
a paycheck of more than 51100.00/mo., for attending college, free medical and dental, plus guaranteed employment
after graduation, you would certainly think it would be a
good deal, wouldn’t you? If you think that’s good, then’s
there’s M.O.R.E. (The Minority Officer Recruiting Effort). For
a campus that prides itself on multi-cultured diversity, the
Coast Guard is right in step to meet its needs with a program
for Sophomores and Juniors, that does what it says. If
you’re of an ethnic background i.e. (Hispanic, Asian, Black,
Native American, etc.), and Financial Security, Finishing
School and Guaranteed Employment are important to you,
then don’t pass up this opportunity to take advantage of a
program that will greatly enhance your way of life. It is
working for others at your school as we speak. Call now for
information. Talk with people who nre already in
die program who can give you a first hand look at what’s in
it for you. Don’t Delay! Contact us toll free at
1 -800 -GET-USCG or local at 408/246-8724.
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BE PART OF THE ACTION
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Reserve
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Obtain A State Tear Gas Permit

Part of the Aoon
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$24

Course begins Saturday, May 22,1-3pm.
At the Stanford Terrace Inn
531 Stanford Ave.., Palo Alto.
To emu’ 1,

Due to a communication error
between a reporter and the sports
editor, a house ad in yesterday’s
sports section was in error.
SISU pitcher Joey Chavez is
married but does not have any
children. We regret the mistake.Sports Ed.

11 (510) 524-5065

FR IIE

Award-winning
school magazine
On stands all
round campus
Now ’til finals.

L.L\AAC4

World Events
Washington
Watch
,ticturte approves
(’aintlet status
fin EPA
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate voted Tuesday to elevate the
Environmental Protection Agency
to full Cabinet status, a move
sought by President Clinton as part
of his pledge to step up protection
of the nation’s air and water.
The bill would also give the agency a new name, the Department
of Environmental Protection. It
would become the federal government’s 15th Cabinet department.
The measure, which has the
Clinton administration’s support,
now goes to the House, where it
faces an uncertain future.
Included in the bill is Clinton’s
proposal to abolish the 23 -year-old
White House Council on Environmental Quality, a low-profile panel
that has been largely bypassed
within the new administration.
Elevating the environmental
agency would make Administrator
Carol Browner a full-fledged Cabinet member, giving her additional
status within the administration
and overseas as well.
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0 Bosnian Serbs
set Muslim town
on fire

Nan illbe State University

camps and thousands of soldiers
patrolled the state Tuesday. Hindus and
Muslims account for about two-thirds of
Manipur’s 1.8 million people.

0 Child population
drops to new low
in Japan

SARAJEVO,
Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) - Bosnian Serbs backed by
artillery and armored units set the Muslim town of Zepa ablaze Thesday. Bosnia’s Muslim leadership said up to 100
people were believed killed or wounded.
Zepa, one of only two Muslim-held
enclaves left in eastern Bosnia, has
swollen nearly five times in size since the
Bosnian war broke out in April 1992.
President Clinton has threatened Bosnian Serb rebels with military air strikes
on Serbian artillery positions unless the
fighting ceases in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

TOKYO (AP) - Japan is getting
grayer.
The government said Tuesday Japanese under the age of 15 account for just
16.9 percent of the overall population a record low.
The decline has worried officials, who
fear too few workers will eventually have
to support too many retirees.
Japanese 65 or older reached a record
16.24 million as of October, accounting
for 13.1 percent of the population. The
figure was up 0.5 percentage point from a
year earlier.
Meanwhile, the number of Japanese
children fell 530,000 over the past year to
21.1 million, a 0.5 percent decrease, as of
April 1, the government said.
The decline in Japan’s birth rate has
been blamed on cramped housing, high
land prices, late marriage and the high
costs of education.
The report said children accounted for
16 percent of the population in Germany,
36.5 percent in India as of July 1990 and
21.8 percent in the United States as of
July 1991.

At least 86 killed
in dashes between
Hindu, Muslims
GAUH ATI, India (AP) - Thousands
took shelter in government-protected
camps lliesday after Hindu-Huslim riots claimed at least 86 lives in areas previously untouched by religious violence.
The United News of India news agency said 200 people may have died in
Monday’s violence in India’s northeast
Manipur state. The report could not be
confirmed independently.
About 3,000 people, most of them
Muslims, fled to government -protected

0 Bay Area colonel
to lead Estonia’s
armed forces
TALLINN, Estonia (AP) - The
Estonian parliament on Tuesday named a
retired American colonel as commanderin-chief of the Baltic nation’s fledgling armed forces, despite U.S. government
objections.
Col. Aleksander Einseln, a 6I -year-old
American citizen of Estonian descent,
has lived until recently in Mountain View.
He said he did not know whether he
would lose his American citizenship or
his $50,000 a year U.S. Army pension. He
declined to say whether he had taken an
oath of loyalty to Estonia.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim/or producis or
senAces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee hailed. The
classified column cf the *tartan
Daily consist of pad advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verlfled by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT, near
SJSU. 670 sq.ft. Parking. Perfect
for sm. bus., travel agent, R.E.
$500.4600 dep. 282.1505.
SJSU CASHIERS Finanecial Office
problems? Possible class action.
Bx 390185. Mtn. View, CA 94309.

100% PURE ADRENALINE ! ! I I
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,C00 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiveg center. Come jon us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
seekof training. For the true
er. try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a certified
skydiver, starting with a six hour
class and a mile long freefall the
same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SISU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634,7575.

HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
The lob Finder for Nth Tech Silicon
Valley lists valuable information on
COMPUTER PRINTER. 243-2345. 700+ companies in the Silicon
$80. - HP Irnagewnter dot matrix. Valley to help you find jobs that
suit your skill set. It allows you
$180. - Epson FX280 dot matrix.
to act smart in your job search.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING Available at Spartan Bookstore.
with matching gold wedding ring.
S17. PER HOUR
Paid $1.000. in 1986. Now worth
Weekends - Evenings.
$1,500. Sacrifice for $600. Call
Lawn aeration sales.
Tanya 927-0196.
Green Thumb - 7324443.
FOR SALE - ESPRESSO CART
Fully self-contained w/ awning. STUDENT WORKS PAINTING
Comes with: refrigerator, sink seeks hardworkers for painting &
storage, cash register, and sales in Sunnyvale/1pm View area.
includes all electrical & plumbing. PT spring/ FT summer. $5.-$8./hr.
Leave name/number. 951-9417.
Price: $3,500. Call 3563046.

COPY OPERATORS WANTED
for on-call position. Must be able
to work nights & weekends. Will
train. Apply at AnzaGraphixs,
Two N. Market St, San hoe.
CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
locations. Flexible hours.Call
2953964 / 2690337.

ITAR-Tass reports
nuclear explosion
was not dangerous
MOSCOW - The April 6 explosion
of a tank of radioactive waste last month
at the secret Siberian weapons complex
of Tomsk-7 caused more than $182
million worth of damage, the ITAR-Tass
news agency reported Tuesday.
The news agency also quoted
regional official Alexander Adam as
saying the explosion at the Siberian
Chemical Complex posed no immediate
danger to the health of people living in
the area.
The agency did not specify the nature
of the damages.

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Community Fnend, provide* social LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
suppat to adults living with mental Excellent ground floor opportunity.
You could be making up to
illness. We train. 408/436-C606.
$35.000.00 your first year! To
learn how, call 369-9999 for an
EARN MONEY
appointment or fax 3698409.
Promote your organization
selling printed sweatshirts,
ACTIIAST - EARN whle you loam!
T-shirts, hats, visors, mugs,
Work for social justice and the
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
environment with Silicon Valley
with your desgn or bgo!
Toxics Coalition. Paid training.
Please call to see just ho.v
Full-tinie: $300. a week salary plus
low these prices can be!
bonus . P art- t ime: $8 .00/hour.
Bralretami Graphics:
2887882 E.O.E.
4964343.
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ENTERPRISING PERSONS needed
to help market personal security
alarms on campus. 8676411.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Roughing It day camp in SF bay
area is hiring for summer 1993,
(510) 2833878. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563,
SMAU. WORLD SCHOOLS
Medical / Dental Benefrts
Sick / Vacation Pay
Employee Referral Bonus.
NON hing tree parttime students
to WO* Tuesdays and Thursdays in
before & after school age childcare
programs. Other full and part time
positions also available n bah
before & after school age childcare
programs and preschool programs.
Positions great for both female and
male students. Substitute teachng
positions available for students
needing flexible hours a days off
for studyng With 24 locations, we
offer lots of achancernent and
opportunity. Call us, well work with
your schedule. Minimum 12 units
needed in child development
elementary education or recreation.
Call (403) 257-7326.

SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
boking for creative energetic teachers, director in training & subs for
preschool & school age chiki care
centers. Parttime, various hours
mornings & afternoons between 7 SALES HEALTH AND FITNESS
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE Full tome positions available for
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE units. Call 227-3605 or 2269622. management trainees needed for
California’s fastest growing prolesYour chance to be seen!!!
sena! martial art schools. Opportu
58.00 PER HOUR
Models wanted try top agencies all S7.00
nity for rapid advancement to
over the country and the world. Security - Full tone a part time
management
for self motivated
All
shdts
/
Day,
Swng
cr
Grave.
Break into the modeling industry
enthusiastic team players. Karate
Weekly Paychecks
now! No experience necessary. Call
experience
helpful
but not necesunon
Ciedrt
for details. Tom (408)2499737.
sary. Guaranteed base, plus corn
Full training
missions,
bonus,
trips
and other
Vacaton
Pay.
YOUR
ANNOUNCEMENT
MAKE
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
3 medical plans for F.T
in the Spartan Daily Classified!
at
(510)
7137347.
/
Vision
Plans.
Dental
924-3277.
Call
Requres: Rehable transportabon,
TEACFIER
clean police Wad, verifiable past
NEW:STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
SUMMER READING
employment, good correnuneaton
Office visits. teeth cleaned and
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS!
*ills. 18 years.
x-rays - no charge.
Teach comprehension skills, love
Apply. 8 ani.-5 pm. Monday Fnday
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
of reading to children and adults.
Vanguard Security Servile"
Enroll now!
Seeking well-read, warm, analytical
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
For brochure see
grad students vAto can transfomi
A.S. Office or call 8006553225. Near 101 at San Tomas & Oloott
people’s view of books.
MAXIMIZE YOUR RNANCIAL AIDI INSTRUCTOR For those who love Car regured. $450.4500./wk.
make!. 510/f3492294.
A dynamic guide offers proven children. Ell citing and energetic
secrets for college students. plus a people needed for pre-school
comprehenske directory of contact children sports and recreation INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
sources. For free details. send a program. Full & part time avadaNe. Firm seeking to expand in Bay
self. addressed stamped envelope Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung Area. Sales reps and managers
to: ASA. 2455 23rd Ave.. S.F. CA (510) 7137347. Positions avail needed. Full tome and part time
avail. For more info regarding the
able throughout the bay area.
94116. Satisfaction guaranteed!
company, call Ryan at 9558281.
SALES
POSITION!
INTERESTED
IN
AUTOMOTIVZ
health & fitness? Flexible hours, ACTORS, COMEDIANS, & GREAT
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgrnt. personalities to teach fun traffic
AUTO INSURANCE
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training school 16.32 hours a week. SIO.
Campus Insurance Service
per hour to start. Great job/co.
Special Student Poograms
IrOgranl. Brenda: 2557710.
408/2455801.
SenArg S/SU for 20 years
STUDENTS WANTED: No experi"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
RESTAURANT PART:TIME
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dowers" ence needed. PT/spring. FT/sum
DW and everting shifts.
mer. $5.-S8./hr. . bonuses. Good
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Excellent pay. Apply persai at
communication skilts. Pant homes
"Good Student"
Pasts Mb,
in Sunnyvale with M. Bek, in
"Family Multicar"
2565 N. 1st St cr
San Jose with B. Jackson. Call
CALL TODAY
call John / Doug at 4357300.
1800 400-9332.
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NEED AGGRESSIVE MARKETING SWIMMING bawd:ors: S12. -S14.
NO HASSLE - NO 013UGATION
person for new start-up business. per hr. Fun! Flex hrs. Dolfun Swim
Also open Seurders 9-2.
Salary plus nip canmission. Great School. Call Greg 415/3374143.
opportunity for business graduate.
SEIZED
CHEAP! FBI /
EARN $1,1300 WEEKLY mailing ow
S2C0. Please caN 408/2874383.
89 Meroedes
circulars! Begin Nowl Free packet!
$50.
88 VW
S100. ORADUAN? JAPANESE? Available SEYS, Dept. 15. Box 4000,
87 Mercedes
Cordova, TN 380184000.
minimum
per
week
for
hrs.
20
S50.
Mustang
65
Choose from thousands start $50. translation or computerirelated
TEACHER SUS NEEDED
139/HR.
work?
Work
permit
&
some
Information.
FREE
computer experience reauired. Cal mimed. et Alma Center. Must have
24 Hour Hotine.801.3792929
reg.
childcare
center permit. Call
415/3234335,
x
221.
Copyrght CA057510.
408/971.0888 x 218.

SSMONEY MOTIVATED individuals
needed for company expansion. No
expenence needed, will train. Flex
hrs. PT/FT. Earn $500.-$1.500.
a mo. Call Reg& 9700130.

FOR SALE: Cottage. 2 bdr. 1 ba.
nr. Univ. 875 S F min. yard. $125k.
Home Buyer’s Realty 3703356.

2 BDR./1 BA. 1 block from &USU.
Free basic cable, laundry room,
parking, modem appliances. Rent
begins at $725./mo.« $500. dep.
For information call 971-0869 or
see manager at Royale Ants, 485
S. 9th & William St Also acceptng
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS! applications for Fall semester.
GOOD PAY - GREAT EtPERIENCE
Vector, an international firm 2 1/2 BR. 1 BA. Victorian house.
is expanding in the Bay Area. $975. + $975. dep. 680 Almaden
We need ambitious. motivated Ave. Up to 6 adults. Avail. 5/1.
individuals who seek both good 2661986.
income and a valuable Warning
experience. Work P.T. or F.T. ROOM 4 RENT In big. beautiful, 2
in summer, continue w/flexible story home, next to light rail, Branhours during school Starting pay ham/Pearl. Clean. Nonsmoker. Prirate $12.25 !!!! No experience nec. vate. $325..1 /3 util. 2661986.
will train. Internships and scholarships available. Call 2835195.
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
$500.-$5,000./MO. Work at when you need to study or your
home. Fill book orders. Parttime favorite sweater missing in action?
or fulltime. Call 510/888-4484.
Live alone just minutes from S.ISU.
Spacious studios from only $520.
Call Stephanie - 408/5784800.
3200.- S.500.1NEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You’re pad divot 2 BR/1BA. 2 BLKS FROM SJSU.
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information Cable TV, off street parking.
- 24 hour hotline. 801-379-290U. Avad 6/1. $650./mo. 2640439.
Copyright # CA057550.
HOUSE to share on S. 121h. BeauPOSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! tiful house, great yard. $275./mo.
Many positions. Great benefits. a $350./mo. 297E1873.
Call 1-800436-4365 ext. P-3310.

COUNSELOR / SKIUS - TRAINER
with developmentally disabled
adults. 6 months exper. wrth D.D.
adults. Fremont:510/226-0505.

ALASKA SUMMEF1 EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Eam $600../week in
canneries or $4.000.+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room Ai board! Male or Female.
For employment program call
1-2365454155 ext A6041.

HOUSING
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Big windows, bright and airy, with
dishwasher. air conditioning gated,
covered parking & on-site laundry.
Intercom building. Quiet. nice for
hvo roommates or staff. 1 block
from S.ISU. From $625. per month.
Aspen Vintage Tower. 297-4705.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./ 2 bath start $770.
Walk or nde bike to school. Ample
parking, garage available Secured
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry
Noddies. Remodeled, roomy & very
clean. Call Manager 288 9157
leave message.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
Unwanted haw removed faever
Specialist Confidential.
Disposable or your own probe.
335 S. Bawood Av. San Jose, Ca.
Call 247-7486.
VIDEO RESUMES
Stand out from the competition
This is a must for students with
portfolios! We offer a wide array
of video production senAces.
Quality Production Services
(408)266-4554.
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclusivety
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
AcMsory Faculty!
Services include:
Si Auto Loans $ Personal Loans 1.
$ Debt Consoldaton Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Comenent location:
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
San lose, CA 95112
Call for mae nfo:
(408)947-7273.

MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
waxing, tweezing or using chenb
cars Let us permanently remove
your unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
SERVICES
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING Tomorrow. 621 E. Campbell Ave.
n weddings. Recording, editing and #17. Campbell . (408) 379,3500.
duplication. Affordable and profesIMMIGRATION / BUSINF_SS
sional. Call 408/7231813.
16 yrs of legal expenence
H1, labor cert., green can/
WRMNG & RESEARCH ServIces.
caporation & business.
Terrn paper & thesis preparation
Law Offices of Stanley K Yen
and assistance. All suaects. Quali2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
fied writers on every topic. Editing
San lose, CA 95126
Rewriting Resumes. ESL students
TTD 408/2499532
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Voice 403/2499567.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory service. Improve your
WRMNG, RESEARCH. EDITING.
grades! (Berkeley) 510441-5036.
Tenn paper assistance. Versatile,
50% DISCOUNT!
expert staff. Experienced with ESL
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish
students. Emergencies welcomed.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Call toll-free 800477-7901.
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyelxows.
Epees 5 31, 93.
TRAVEL
4043794500
Har Today Gone Tomonow
HEADING FOR EUROPE this
621E. Campbell Ave. #17,
summer? Only $269.!! Jet there
Campbell, CA 95038.
ANYTIME for $269. with AIRHITCH!
(From L.A. - Hawaii $129..
BREAST ENLARGEMENT.
Medically proven nonsurgical.
New York $129. each way!)
Safe. Natural. Only S220.
AIRHITCHS 3103940550.
Body Imagng (408) 374-4960.

Word Processing Hayward Area
Reports Term Papers’ These,.
Suzanne 510.4899794 MLAAPA

REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
FOR STUDENTS!
Book Europe and Far East now
for lowest strnmer fares .
-Special Student TicketsNo min/max days. refundable.
changeable, open-jaw fights.
No advance booking requirements.
We discount Eurad passes.
New York j Boston - $389.
Washington D.C. / Miami - $399.
STA student arr tickets.
Telephone service everyday!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1400690.9030.

HATE TO TYPEI
I
ff this got your attention. grve yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Free pick up and delivery.
Resumes. term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / $5.00 minimum.
Call Julie - 998-8354.
SANTA CLARA Secretarial Sere
(408i 984-2268 Near SCU.
Term papers. resumes etc.

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe. U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
408/997 3647.

EDUCATED WORD PROCESSOR.
Term papers. theses. projects.
Reasonable rates. Master s
degree in literature. Ten years
secretarial experience. Laser
printer. Minutes from campus.
Nancy 408/2654826.

WORD PROCESSING

WORD PROCESSOR
Retired secretary. Let me do the
typing!! Resumes, tern papers.
theses. etc. Grad & undergrad.
ComPiLAser pnrrter.
Available days
(eves/weekends by appt )
Appointment neoessary.
Call Anna -9724992.

Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure. punctuation: format
(APA, %labial, MLA): table/gaph
preparation; custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparation.
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30aro8:30prn.

ROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Prooessing Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Turaban. Desktop Publishrig
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
V. I. P. Graphics
Near Oalvidge Mall
3639254.

CALL UNDA TODAY
for expenenced, professional word
processng Theses, temi papers,
group protects. etc. All formats
roludirg APA. Laser palter.
Transcnption and Fax services
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Call for appointment
(408)264-4504.

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
best grades. This English teacher
has 30 years expenence typing
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
(4013)2957438.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses, terrn
papers. nursing & group projects,
resumes, letters, manusapts, etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Lasedet ANI
forniats plus APA. Spelling punctu
ation and grammar assistance. AIII
work guaranteed! Save SSS with
referral discounts! For worryfree,
dependable, and prompt service,
call PAM at 247-2681(8am-8pm).

CREATIVE RAcf‘Al Desktop Publishing Term
papers, reports. resumes.
Affordable! 4063640806.

PFRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING
& TRANSCRIPTION. Professional,
home typist w/ Laser/et printer.
$2.00 / double spaced page.
Open almost 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Term papers.
resumes, correspondence. etc.
West San lose near Cupertino.
Suzanne:4465658.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers the
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turathan and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson s Word Processing.
CaN Paul cr Vegine 408.2510449.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Morgan Hill
youth struck
by meningais
A UniverLAWRENCE, Kan. (Al’)
sity of Kansas student remained in critical but stable condition today with what
doctors believed to be a form of bacterial
meningitis.
Christopher Henley, 18, a freshman
from Morgan Hill, Calif., is being treated
in an intensive care unit at the University’
of Kansas Medical Center, said Tom
Hutton, a university spokesman.
The university was passing out fliers
on campus seeking people who have had
close contact with Henley, Hutton said.
About 85 people had gone to the student
health center for antibiotics, he said.
Bacterial meningitis is an inflammation of the membrane covering the brain
that can be caused by several different
bacteria.
It is characterized by a sudden fever,
intense headache, nausea, vomiting and
a stiff neck.
Greg Crawford, public information
officer for the Kansas Department of
I lealth and Environment, said Monday
the diagnosis would be confirmed
through laboratory tests.
About 25 percent of the population
carries bacterial meningitis without
experiencing the disease, Crawford said.
Scientists don’t know what triggers the
disease mechanism in carriers, he said.
Roughly 10 percent of all meningitis
cases result in death.
Although bacterial meningitis is
spread through direct contact with respiratory droplets expelled through
coughing or sneezing by an infected person, Crawford said the disease wasn’t
considered highly contagious.
About 110 students who lived on the
same floor of a university dormitory
with flenley began a two-day antibiotic
program Monday to kill any potentially
mer ingitis-causing bacteria.
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SUMMER AT WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
STILL THE BEST BARGAIN
IN COLLEGE EDUCATION

MATT WALLIS

SPARTAN DAIL Y

Scott Reese, Spartan safety, knocks the ball from the hands of Phil Moore, a member of
the San Jose State Alumni team, during the alumni game Saturday afternoon at Spartan
Stadium. The varsity team won the game 28-0.

SPECIAL TIRE DISCOUNTS
FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS
’s

59.

Complete eye loam minx, if,. Ming pair e
.plierical daily wear
contact, follow
ir,
.3rno 5) tralong care lot Bolte
.1 .
MUST PRESENT COUPON AND CURRENT
STUDENT ID AT TIME OF INITIAL EXAM
some piescripton vespafreo Coot, eti.ie5
DE ANZA VISION CENTER
Dv. Stephen I. Chosy. Optometrist
)15 Saratoga Sunnot.eo Fin ,,Jr. Jost. Near Bollonger,

CALL 446-5533

Aritona State University’
College of Engincenng and Applied Sciences
Department of Aeronautical Technology
Tempe, Arizona 85287-6406

Arizona State University
and

Airline Training Center Arizona
have combined resources to
offer graduate and undergraduate
airline pilot training programs.
Applications are currently being accepted.
Call 800-33I-ATCA for details
ATCAA Lufthansa company
Phoenix-Crixxlyear Municipal Airport
1568 South Litchfield Road
Goodyear, AZ 85338
(602) 932-1600

E WA RR ANIN
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P185/70 R-14

$39.95
$59.95
High Performance 1’195/60 It -12 IS 1112-X
TIRE & WHEEL WAREHOUSE
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INCLUDING bolle
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1763 Rogers Ave.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Phone: (4081 436-0661
Fax: (4081 441-7639
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And don’t miss this exciting FREE program ... .
Wednesday, May 19
I 1:00um - 2:00pm rind 5:00pm - 8pm
Explore youi unto options, talk with the experts, and get the fads fioni
leachers and piofessionals in many new and wowing fields

CAREER EXPO
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JOBS
JOBS
TEMPORARY
SUMMER

in Saratoga

(408) 741-2098

Casting Call.
Wednesday, May 12, 1pm to 6pm

i c

JOBS
PERMANENT

Part-time & Full Time
Over 2000 Client companies
Hundreds of Jobs
Various Industries
Bonus Programs
Immediate Openings
Excellent Pay Rates
Entry Level or Experienced
Major Silicon Valley Employers
No Fee Charged

Clerical, Secretarial, Industrial,
Accounting, Word Processing,
Technicians, General Labor,
Receptionists & Manufacturing

The I993 sea.si in at, Paramount’s Great, America promises to be
full of excitement. The blend of movie magic and theme park
thrills makes our opportunities more rewarding than e-,cr
We’re hiring hosts and hostesses for areas like rides, food
service, games, merchandise, admissions, security and shows,
%VP alY, have technical and administrative openings. EntrN
positions pay as much as 85.50* an hour, plus you’ll earn free
passes to the park.
The stage is set for a truly great year at Paramount’s Great
America, And the excitement continues with our Casting Call, a
SI/11111111 kit/ fil i (in Wednesday, May 12, from Ipm-fmm. in the
Redwood
lieittre Please enter through the main gate
where you will be greeted by Star Trek personalities. If you
cannot attend, please apply in person at 2401 Agnew Road,
Santa Clara. For CU rrent job listings call 408 986-5836. 17,0E.
ecomr.ottivn salara.s also wild tor

GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY
2930 Patrick Henry Drive
SANTA CLARA
(408) 980-9555
1398 El Camino Real
MOUNTAIN VIEW
(415) 969-4242

WEST VALLEY COLLEGE
14000 fruitvale Avenue

\.,,ummey
Jobs

z;-,*,

Complete Brake & Front End Service
I

Applicafions are being accepted
now ond classes begin Monday,
June 21. Dont be left out

I

RI:I I LIT RADIA1 ’,Nom()

Warranty

V Fully transferrable
day & evening classes
Affordable, flexible
and convenient

EEn
COLLEGE

INTERCEPTOR TOt
S LEH

CONTACT LENSES
STUDENT SPECIAL

$139

"an incredible coincidence."
Two weeks ago, Price said she
had also experienced flu -like
symptoms along with her assistant manager and several employees. It’s probably just the flu going
around, she said.

health department’s tests, Price
said the vice president in charge
of Togo’s franchising checked and
cleared the store. "They checked
the stock dates and everything
cleared:’ Price said.
Price said the incident was just

50,000 Mile

Train with the professionals

4211.111.011

1.010 41Illt
MIMI\ AIDA

days, and there is a $24 charge for
flu -like symptoms. She missed each culture. For this reason,
two days of work due to cramps Latta said only a few cultures were
and vomiting for the first 24 sent over to the Santa Clara
hours and being "tired, sore and County Health Department for
testing.
rundown" the following day.
Once a bacteria has been idenRobert Latta, interim director
of Student Health Services, said 5 tified, the health department then
to 10 of the 25 to 30 people who tries to find the same bacteria in
became sick came in to health the food source.
Two bacteria most commonly
services and were diagnosed with
gastroenteritis, a medical term found in cases of gastroenteritis
used to describe the combined are salmonella and staphylococci,
symptoms of vomiting and diar- Latta said. As of Tuesday, he said
the county health department
rhea.
In order to prove what’s called had not identified any bacterial
a "common-source epidemic:’ cause.
That news was good news for
Latta said bacteria from the
patient’s stool have to be identi- Togo’s General Manager fenny
Price.
fied.
In addition to the county
The process takes a couple of

Computers To Go
,.i9 S. Murphy S’Vale
I-108) 746-2945

11

THE CRYING GAME
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Togo’s

MAC & PC
RENTALS

1

3396 Stevens Creek Blvd Ste
SAN JOSE
(408) P48-7550
39170 Fremont Blvd
FREMONT
(E,10) 745-9500
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